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1 Introduction
The M5-brane plays an important role in studying properties of M-theory [1], the theory of
strings and associated eld theories. For instance, many physically important multibrane
congurations, realized to be relevant to a brane description of non-Abelian gauge theories
[2] and a brane-world scenario [3], can be considered as a specic compactication of a
single D=11 M5-brane down to lower dimensions (with or without its subsequent T-
dualization).
A direct dimensional reduction of D=11 space-time with an M5-brane down to ten-
dimensional space-time produces a so-called NS5-brane of type IIA supergravity which
has been intensively studied in relation to six-dimensional gauge theories [4] and \little
string theories" [5] 2.
The verication of the quantum consistency of M-theory requires, in particular, nding
a mechanism of anomaly cancellation in the presence of M5-branes. It has been shown
that the anomaly problem has a natural solution in the case of D = 10 NS5-branes [11],
while in the case of the D=11 M5-brane the situation is much more subtle and requires
additional study [11, 12, 13, 14]. Mechanisms for the M5-brane anomaly cancellation
proposed recently [12, 13] include as an important feature the reduction of the structure
group SO(5) of the normal bundle of the M5-brane down to its SO(4) subgroup. Such a
reduction implies an existence of a covariantly constant vector eld and, therefore, looks
very much as a dimensional reduction (to be more precise, the dimensional reduction
is a particular case of such an ‘M5-brane framing’ [12]). These facts provide us with a
motivation to study in more detail the dynamical and symmetry properties of the NSIIA
ve-brane by constructing a full worldvolume action describing its dynamics in a type IIA
D=10 supergravity background.
By now the action for the NS5{brane has been constructed up to a second order in
the eld strength of a two{rank self{dual worldvolume gauge eld of the ve{brane and
only in a background of the bosonic sector of IIA D=10 supergravity [15].
The aim of this paper is to get a full, nonlinear and {symmetric, NS5{brane action
in a curved IIA D=10 target superspace by carrying out the direct dimensional reduction
of the D=11 M5{brane action [6, 7, 8], and thus lling in a gap in the list of worldvolume
actions for supersymmetric extended objects found in string theory.
The fact that the NS5{brane can be regarded as an M5{brane propagating in a di-
mensionally reduced D=11 supergravity background substantially simplies the analysis
of the NS5{brane model, in particular, allowing one to derive its symmetries and dynam-
ical properties directly from those of the M5{brane.
For instance, the physical eld content of the IIA D=10 NS5{brane is the same as
of the M5{brane. The bosonic sector consists of three degrees of freedom corresponding
to the two{rank self{dual worldvolume eld and ve worldvolume scalars. In the case
2The double dimensional reduction of the M5-brane action [6, 7, 8] is well known to result in a type
IIA D=10 Dirichlet 4-brane. It has also been shown [9, 10] how by reducing the M5-brane action one
may arrive at a duality-symmetric D3-brane action.
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of the M5{brane the ve scalar elds describe its oscillations in a D=11 background in
the directions transversal to the M5{brane worldvolume, while in the case of the NS5{
brane four scalar elds correspond to transversal oscillations in a D=10 background, and
the fth scalar eld (corresponding to the compactied dimension of the D=11 space)
‘decouples’ and becomes a ‘purely’ worldvolume eld. This results in the abovementioned
reduction of the M5-brane normal bundle structure group SO(5) down to SO(4). For both
ve{branes eight fermionic elds can be associated with brane ‘oscillations’ in Grassmann
directions of corresponding target superspaces.
To get the action describing the dynamics of the physical modes of the NS5{brane
as a dimensionally reduced M5{brane action we rst briefly remind the structure and
properties of the latter.
In Sections 2{5 we consider bosonic M5{ and NS5{branes and in Section 6 we describe
the full target{superspace covariant and {invariant NS5{brane action.
2 The M5-brane action
In the absence of interactions with antisymmetric tensor elds of D = 11 supergravity











m; n; ::: = 0; : : : ; 5;
are vector indices of d = 6 worldvolume coordinates m,
m^; n^; ::: = 0; : : : ; 10;






is the worldvolume metric induced by embedding the ve{brane into a D = 11 gravity
background with a metric g^
(11)
m^n^ (X) (we use the ‘almost minus’ Minkowski signature (+−
: : :−)),









a() is an auxiliary scalar eld ensuring the covariance of the model, and
d@a@a  @mag^mn@na (4)
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denotes the scalar product of the d = 6 vector @ma with respect to the metric (2). In
what follows the ‘hat’ over quantities indicates that they correspond to or induced by the
eleven{dimensional theory.
In addition to the usual gauge symmetry of the b2 eld
a() = 0; bmn = 2@[m'n](); (5)
the action (1) is invariant under the following transformations [6], [7], [8]
a() = 0; bmn = 2[m()@n]a(); (6)
a = '(); bmn =
aq
− d@a@a [H^mn −Hmnpg^ps
@saq
− d@a@a ]; (7)
where





− det(g^mn + iH^mn): (8)
Note that at the linearized level, H^mn dened in (8) reduces to H^mn.
The symmetries (6) and (7) are characteristic of the covariant approach [16] to the
Lagrangian description of duality{symmetric elds. They ensure the b2 eld equation of
motion to reduce to a self{duality condition, as well as the connection with non-covariant
formulations [17, 18]
Let us briefly describe how one derives the symmetries (6) and (7) and gets the self{
duality condition [6], [16].














v^ ^H3 ^ iv^H3; (9)
where 3




dm ^ dn ^ dlHlnm; iv^H3  1
2
dm ^ dnv^k g^klHlnm: (11)
The variation of the rst term in (1) with respect to the gauge eld and the scalar a()





− det(g^mn + iH^mn) =
Z
M6
iH^2 ^ H^2 ; (12)




dm ^ dnH^nm; H^2 = iv^H3 
1
2
dm ^ dnH^nm (13)
3In our notation dm1 ^ : : : ^ dm6 = d6m1:::m6 .
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and  is the Hodge operation in d = 6 dimensions.
Using the identities
v^ ^H3 ^ iv^H3 = v^ ^ iv^H3 ^ H3 + H3 ^ H3; (14)
v^ ^H3 ^ iv^H3 = −v^ ^ v^ ^ iv^H3 ^ iv^H3 (15)
and
v^ ^ H^2 ^ H^2 = v^ ^ H^2 ^ H^2 () abcdefH^bcH^dev^f = abcdefH^bcH^dev^f ; (16)







H3 ^ H3 − da ^ F2 ^ H3 − 1
2
da ^ da ^ F2 ^ F2); (17)
where
F2  1q
− d@a@a (H^ − iv^H3) =
1
2
dm ^ dnFnm; (18)
or
Fmn  1q
− d@a@a (H^mn −Hmnlg^lk
@kaq
− d@a@a ): (19)





d(da ^ F2) ^ (b2 − aF2); (20)
from which the invariance of the action under (6) and (7) becomes evident.
From (20) it also follows that the equation of motion of b2 eld is
d(da ^ F2) = 0; (21)
and the equation of motion of a(x) is a consequence of eq. (21). It can be shown [16]
that, using the symmetry (6), the second{order equation (21) reduces to the rst{order
self{duality condition
F2  1q




− d@a@a : (23)
To prove this note that H^2 is invariant under the transformations (6)
b2 = da ^ 1 
q
− d@a@a v^ ^ 1 )
H^2  iv^(H^3) =
q
− d@a@a iv^((v^ ^ d1))  0:
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Hence, the transformations of the two-form (18) reduce to
F2 = − 1q
− d@a@a iv^H3 = −iv^(v^ ^ d1): (24)
Eq. (24) is simplied when one takes into account that iv^da =
q
− d@a@a iv^v^ = −q− d@a@a:
Then
F2 = −d1 + iv^d1 ^ v^;
and
(da ^ F2) = −da ^ d1: (25)
We now observe that eq. (25) is similar to the general solution of eq. (21) for da ^ F2.
This means that the general solution of eq. (21) can be gauged to zero with the use of
the symmetry (6), and eq. (22) appears just as a result of such gauge xing.
Remember that H^mn is dened in (8) and reduces to H^mn = Hmnlg^lk @kap−d@a@a at
the linearized level, the equation (23) becoming the conventional self{duality condition
H^lmn = Hlmn. Further details on the classical dynamics of the M5{brane the reader may
nd in [6, 7, 8], [19]{[23].
3 Dimensional reduction of D = 11 gravity and the
NS5-brane action
The procedure of the direct dimensional reduction assumes a compactication of some of
target{space spatial dimensions (one in our case), the worldvolume of the p{brane being
not compactied. A standard (string frame) ansatz for the target{space vielbein under
the Kaluza-Klein reduction of one spatial dimension has the following form























where y is the coordinate compactied into a torus, and the reduction means that the
background elds, such as components of (26), do not depend on y which is now considered
as an intrinsic scalar eld in the 5{brane worldvolume. (X) is the dilaton eld and
Am(X) is the Abelian vector gauge eld of D = 10 IIA supergravity. The U(1){gauge
transformations of Am(X) and y are
Am(X) = @m'
(0)(X); y = '(0)(X): (27)
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This ansatz leads to the following expression for the D = 11 target space metric in
terms of the D = 10 metric g(10)mn (X) = e
a


























n; m = 0; : : : ; 9 (30)
is the six-dimensional metric induced by embedding the 5-brane worldvolume into the
ten{dimensional curved space-time and
Fm = @my − Am; (31)
where Am = @mX
mAm(X) is the worldvolume pullback of Am(X) and Fm is the pullback
of the one{form F introduced in (26).
Fm dened in (31) can be considered as a eld strength of the worldvolume scalar eld
y(). It is invariant under the U(1) gauge transformations (27).






1− e2F2 ): (32)
The NS5{brane action follows from the M5-action (1) with the background metric
having a particular form (28) and the coordinate X^10 = y() being considered as an
intrinsic worldvolume scalar eld. To present the explicit form of the NS5{brane action we
should rewrite all its constituents in terms of D = 10 elds, and to ‘rescale’ worldvolume
elds and their scalar products with respect to the worldvolume induced metric (30).

















(@a)2d@a@aHmn; Hmn = 13!p−g kmnpqrHpqr @kaq−(@a)2 ; (34)
where the scalar product (4) has also been correspondingly redened
as d@a@a  @kag^ks@sa = e 23N 2(@a)2; (@a)2  @la glm @ma; (35)
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with N standing for
N 
vuut1 + e2(F@a)2







In view of eqs. (29), (34), (35) and (36) the antisymmetric tensor entering the DBI-like









N−1Hlk; g^ml = e− 23(gml − e2FmFl): (37)
As a result, substituting (29){(37) into the action (1), we get the action for a bosonic






− det(gmn − e2FmFn)
vuuutdet
















Since the action (38) is nothing but the M5-brane action for a special choice of the
D = 11 metric (28), its variation with respect to the gauge eld b2() and the auxiliary
scalar a() has the form of eq. (20), and hence (38) is also invariant under the symmetries
(6) and (7) which, as we have seen, produce the self-duality condition (23).
To rewrite the transformations and the self{duality condition (23) in the form adapted
to the NS5{brane propagating in the D = 10 background, let us introduce the NS5






where Lkin:NS5 denotes the rst (DBI-like) term in the action (38), which is just the DBI{
like term of the M5-action (1) written in the D = 10 adapted worldvolume frame. Using




Taking into account eqs. (23), (32), (35) and (40) we obtain the following form of the
local worldvolume symmetries

























with N and Hmn dened in (36) and (39).
In addition to the worldvolume dieomorphisms and the symmetries (41) and (42),
the action (38) (by construction) has gauge symmetries (5) and (27).
Thus, we have obtained the action describing the worldvolume dynamics of the bosonic
5-brane propagating in the ‘Kaluza{Klein’ part (28) of the IIA D = 10 supergravity
background. In the next section we extend this action to describe coupling of the NS5{
brane to antisymmetric gauge elds of IIA D = 10 supergravity.
4 Coupling to the background gauge elds
When the M5-brane couples to the 3-form background eld C^(3) of D = 11 supergravity
the eld strength H3 gets extended by the worldvolume pullback of C^
(3)
H(3) ! H^(3) = db(2) − C^(3): (44)
As a result, up to a total derivative, the variation (17) of the action (1) with respect to
bmn() and a() acquires an additional term in comparison with eq. (20)Z
d6L =
Z 





The symmetries (6) and (7) spoiled by the last term of (45) are restored if to the action







db(2) ^ C^(3)); (46)
As it was shown in [6], the symmetries (6) and (7) uniquely x the relative factor between
SWZ and the action (1). In (46) C^
(6) is the pullback of a six{form gauge potential whose




C^(3) ^ dC^(3) = dC^(3) (47)
In addition to the symmetries (6) and (7) with H(3) generalized as in (44), the M5-
brane action (1) extended by the Wess{Zumino term (46) is invariant under the following
transformations of the antisymmetric gauge elds
C^(6) = d'^(5) − 1
2
C^(3) ^ C^(3); C^(3) = d'^(2); (48)
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b(2) = '^(2)(X^()): (49)
To get the form of the coupling of the NS5{brane to the antisymmetric gauge elds
of type IIA D=10 supergravity we should dimensionally reduce C^(3), C^(6) and the Wess{
Zumino term (46) of the M5{brane. The dimensional reduction of C^(3) produces a ten{








dX l ^ dXn ^ dXmCmnl(X) + 1
2
dXn ^ dXmBmn(X) ^

dy − dX lAl


 C(3) + B(2) ^ F
(where remember that Xm are D = 10 target space coordinates, and Al and F are dened
in (26)), and the dimensional reduction of C^(6) produces a ten{dimensional ve{form C(5)
and a six{form B(6) which are dual to C(3) and B(2), respectively,
C^(6) = B(6) + C(5) ^ F ; (51)
the duality relations can be easely derived by the dimensional reduction of eq. (47).
Thus, the eld strength of the self-dual gauge eld of the NS5{brane coupled to the
D = 10 background gauge elds is extended as follows
H(3) = db(2) − C(3) −B(2) ^ F ; (52)





B(6) + C(5) ^ F + 1
2
db(2) ^ C(3) + 1
2
db(2) ^ B(2) ^ F

; (53)
where F = dm(@my −Am) is now the worldvolume pullback of the one{form (50).
We have now obtained the action for the NS5{brane propagating in a background of





− det(gmn − e2FmFn)
vuuutdet


















B(6) + C(5) ^ F + 1
2
db(2) ^ C(3) + 1
2
db(2) ^ B(2) ^ F : (54)
This action is invariant under the worldvolume gauge transformations (5), (41), (42)
and (27), with H(3) now having the form (52), and under target{space gauge transforma-
tions
C(3) = d'(2) + d'(1) ^A; B(2) = d'(1); A = d'(0);
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b(2) = '(2) − '(1) ^ dy; y = '(0); (55)
under which H(3) = 0, and
B(6) = d'(5) + d'(4) ^ A− 1
2
d'(2) ^ C(3) − 1
2
d'(1) ^A ^ C(3);
C(5) = d'(4) − 1
2
d'(2) ^B(2) + 1
2
d'(1) ^ C(3) − 1
2
d'(1) ^ A ^B(2): (56)
Before proceeding with the consideration of the full super{NS5{brane action let us
demonstrate how the action of ref. [15] is obtained from eq. (54).
5 NS5{brane action in the second order approxima-
tion.
The action of [15] is a second{order approximation in powers of Hmnk of the NS5{brane
action, with the self-duality condition regarding as an extra (actually on{shell) constraint.
To get the second{order action we should expand (54) in series of H (3) and truncate it
down to the second order in H(3) assuming the worldvolume gauge eld to be weak. Since
the Wess{Zumino term is not changed, we shall write down only the \kinetic" part of the
action.
To carry out such a truncation the simplest way is to rst truncate the M5{brane
action (1) and then perform its dimensional reduction. Up to the second order in H (3)













H^mnHmnpv^p + : : :

(57)
with the self-duality condition (23) reducing to
Hmnl − H^mnl = 0: (58)








mnlstv = −(3!)2g^[sp tqv]r ;

















Discarding in (59) the term containing the auxiliary eld a() and the anti-selfdual
tensor H − H^ (which is zero on the mass shell (58)), and carrying out the direct dimen-














mnkHnkpFp) + : : :
#
: (60)
Alternatively, the action (60) can be obtained directly by truncating the NS5{brane action











6 The {symmetric super{NS5{brane action
To generalize the results of previous sections to describe the propagation of an NS5{brane
in a curved IIA D = 10 target superspace parametrized by ten bosonic coordinates Xm
and 32{component Majorana-spinor fermionic coordinates  forming a IIA, D = 10
superspace coordinate system
ZM = (Xm; ); (61)
we again start with an M5{brane propagating in a generic D=11 supergravity back-
ground parametrized by eleven bosonic coordinates X^m^ and 32{component Majorana-
spinor fermionic coordinates  forming a D = 11 superspace coordinate system
Z^M^ = (X^m^; ) = (ZM ; y); (62)
where we have separated the eleventh coordinate y = X10 keeping in mind the dimensional
reduction of D = 11 superspace down to type IIA D = 10 superspace.




(Z^) = (E^ a^; E^); (63)












dZ^N^ ^ dZ^M^ ^ dZ^ L^CL^M^N^(Z^): (65)
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The supervielbein, the superconnection and the gauge supereld are subject to super-
gravity constraints which put the supereld formulation of eleven{dimensional supergrav-
ity on the mass shell. An explicit form of the D = 11 supergravity constraints relevant
to the description of M5{brane dynamics the reader may nd in [28, 7, 22, 23].
The super{M5{brane action has the similar form as the bosonic action (1) enlarged







and C^(3) and C^(6) are worldvolume pullbacks of the three{superform (65) and its six{
superform dual [28, 29].
In addition to all symmetries discussed above and target{space superdieomorphisms
the super{M5{brane action is invariant under the following fermionic {symmetry trans-
formations [7, 8]
iE^
a^  Z^M^ E^ a^M^ (Z^) = 0; iE^^  Z^M^ E^
^
M^
(Z^) = (I − Γ)^^^; (67)
b2 = iC^3  1
2
dZ^M^3 ^ dZ^M^2 Z^M^1C^M^1M^2M^3(Z^); a = 0:


























"mnkplq H^nk H^pl v^q:
As is characteristic of all superbranes, for the M5{brane action to be {symmetric the
superbackground must satisfy the supergravity constraints [28, 7, 23]. When they are
taken into account, from (67) we get












We now turn to the consideration of the super{NS5{brane action. It can be obtained
from the super{M5{brane action by the direct dimensional reduction of the D = 11
supergravity superelds. A consistent ansatz for the dimensionally reduced supervielbein




(Z)Ea; E^10 = e
2
3





(Z)E(Z) + F(Z); (71)
where EA(Z) = dZM E
A
M = (E
a; E) are supervielbeins of type IIA D = 10 supergravity,
(Z) is the dilaton supereld, AM(Z) are components of the one{form gauge supereld
A = dZMAM(Z), and 
(Z) is a Grassmann{odd Majorana spinor supereld, which is
actually the Grassmann derivative of the dilaton supereld (Z).
The superelds which describe IIA D = 10 supergravity are subject to the constraints
which are obtained from the D = 11 supergravity constraints using the ansatz (70),(71)
and solving for Bianchi identities. Dierent forms of these constraints have been consid-
ered in [32], [31, 33, 34].
We do not write the super{NS5{brane action explicitly since it has exactly the same






and all the bosonic background elds are replaced with corresponding superelds, in





EAn ^ : : : ^EA1CA1:::An(Z): (73)
Note that the spinor supereld  does not appear in the action (54).
The super{NS5{brane action is invariant under {symmetry transformations obtained
from eqs. (67) by substituting into the latter the ansatz (70) and (71)
iE
^  ZME M (Z) = (I − Γ); (74)
iE
a = 0; iF = 0 ) y = iEA(Z); (75)
b2 = iC3 + F ^ iB2; a = 0:
where A(Z) is a fermionic component of the Kaluza{Klein connection form
A  dZMAM = EA + EaAa:
7 Conclusion and Discussion
To summarize, we have obtained the covariant -symmetric action for the super{NS5{
brane in a IIA D = 10 supergravity background by the direct dimensional reduction of
the M-theory super-ve-brane action. In addition to worldvolume dieomorphisms, gauge
symmetry, {symmetry and background supergravity symmetries the super{NS5{brane
action possesses special local symmetries ensuring the covariance of actions with self-dual
gauge elds and serving for deriving the self-duality condition directly from the action as
a consequence of the equation of motion of the gauge eld.
An interesting problem for future study is to construct the Lagrangian description of
the consistent coupling of a type IIA supergravity action to an NS5-brane source. The
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latter requires the construction of a duality{symmetric version of type IIA supergravity
by the dimensional reduction of the duality-symmetric D = 11 supergravity [29]. The
truncation of such a IIA supergravity action shall produce the duality{symmetric version
of the N = 1, D = 10 supergravity, which should naturally couple to a heterotic ve-
brane [35]. Note that recent investigations of interacting brane actions [36] may provide
one with a possibility of making this coupling supersymmetric.
Another problem for further studying is to perform the T-duality transformation of
the complete NS5{brane action and to arrive at a non{linear and supersymmetric action
for a type IIB D=10 Kaluza-Klein (KK) monopole. A quadratic approximation for the
bosonic part of this action has been constructed in [15]. One of possible ways of deriving
appropriate T{duality transformation rules for the antisymmetric gauge elds is to T{
dualize the duality{symmetric version of type IIA supergravity to the duality{symmetric
version of type IIB supergravity [37].
As it was noted in [30] and mentioned in [15], the type IIB D=10 KK monopole is
expected to be a self{dual object under the S{duality symmetry of type IIB supergravity.
The construction of the complete action for the type IIB KK monopole should allow one
to explicitly verify this statement.
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